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Each Magic Pia is efficient for exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
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Notes.
A CORRESPONDENT in Queensland, who had been
ordering

goods

advertised

in

our

columns,

writes :—‘‘ Customs duty here is killing, 25 per
cent. on alllantern goods.”
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a

of this issue

appears the first
part of a short story (the actual experience of
the writer) which can easily be illustrated by the
hand camera lanternist.
Suitable views may
be obtained in almost every locality; it is suggested that the places where the numbers will
be found will perhaps be the part best suited for
the illustrations.
Our correspondent in a note
states that he has given the outline only of the
incidents which can be elaborated by the entertainer himself,

and

the hero, Fred

Angel,

for

temperance
might

be

J.

Co., 83

purposes

represented

as a friend of the temperance cause. A slight
dramatic interest will be noticed in most of the
paragraphs,
#
*
#
Messrs. Apmitr and Nauntoy, of Shrewsbury, have issued a neat list of the most interesting views to be obtained in their town. They
embrace the subjects in three routes, give a
short

description

of each, and

also state which

hour of the day is most suitable for obtaining
a good photograph of each particular view.
%

°Hay Taytor.
Advertisements and business communications to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

and 85, Duane Street, New

page

Wirs

reference

to

the

*

article

‘“‘A

Lantern

Service’ on another page, Mr. F. J. Balson
(the writer) states, that if any reader wishes to
know anything further connected with the same
he will be pleased to send to anyone enclosing a
stamped envelope.
Letters sent care of our

office will at once be forwarded to Mr. Balson.

86
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Exvecrric Fountains form a prominent display
at the Chicago Exhibition.
One is in the form
of an allegorical group representing Columbus’
ship, sea horses and other figures. The illumination is obtained from 38 arc lamps of 100
ainperes each, the controlling levers being placed
beneath the pools; foliage is so arranged that
the jets are completely hidden.

Saturators.
Since we

published

our opinion as to the

safety of certain saturators for lantern purposes,

we have received letters from many readers
who were undecided as to whether they would
adopt that means of illumivation, and also from
persons who had been in the habit of employing
a saturator, either of a commercial

Ws learn of the explosion of a gas tank uscd at
a theatre

in the East

Iind of Loudon, in con-

nection with the limelight, by which two men
were injured to such an extent that they had to
be conveyed at once to the hospital,

ExTENSIVE alterations have lately been made
in the factory departments of Mcssrs. Mawson
& Swan of Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The new
buildings arc completed and in working order,
and new engines aud electrical plant have been
laid down.
Compared to the available working
space of this time last year, this firm have more
than doubled it. Special facilities are afforded
for the careful testing of the well-known Mawson
plates, the excellence of which are well-known to
our readers.
*

Tur

Central

Photographic

Club,

with

head-

quarters at Vleet Lane, I.C., will be opened
next month.
No catrance fee will be charged
for the first 500 ineimbers.
The subscription

form, or of

a style invented by themselves.
From the
general tone of. the letters received, we venture
to say that the coming lantern season will see
saturators used by people who a short time ago
looked upon them much in the same way as
onc looks upon an infernal machine.

The number of users of single lanterns
exceeds by many times the users of bi-unial
and triple lanterns, and it is to the first-named

that we have to look to bring about the
more general introduction of the saturator,
which, when properly constructed aud in com-

petent hands, produces a inode of illumination
which we may say is absolutely safe.
Much has been written and said against the
use of saturators, but it is not impossible that
in many cases the writers have been reiterating
the opinions of those who could not make a
success of it, either from imperfect construction
of the apparatus, or for want of knowledge upon
its manipulation.
Some time ago, when in conversation with an

operator who had accepted a situation to oper-

ate a lantern with which the saturator was
attached, he told us about the state of bis mind
during the exhibition. To use his own words,
for town members is 21s. per annum, and
he had ‘‘never used such an apparatus before,
country members 10s. 6d. The Hon. Treasurer
and was in continual fear of a blow-up.”
We
is Mr. John Howson, Brockenhurst, Ilford, E.,
about the
to whom the guineas and half-guineas should : quickly ; learned
ed |that he knew nothing
0
| saturating principle, and that his success on the

be forwarded.

“Kk
An exhibition of photographs to be called the
Photographic. Salon is to be held at the Dudley
Gallery,

Piccadilly,

W.,

from

October

November 11th.
It is the intention
this exhibition annually.
a

9th

to

to hold

x

Mr. W. D. Werrronp, in a paper recently given
at the London and Provincial Photographic
Association, claimed

for the

hand

camera

the

evening mentioned was largely a matter of
chance.
When we asked him why he was in
fear of a blow-up, and as to the causes relative
thereto, he could merely say that he had read
about them being dangerous, but could say
nothing further.
We are of the opinion that some who have
condemned saturators have never had the
courage to try them.
Several parties have
informed us that they have employed with
great

success

saturators

of

their

own

con-

struction ; if they will send their apparatus to
us for a few days we shall be pleased to try
them and give particulars to onr readers.
We

following points :—It had brought about (1) Increasing speed of plates. (2) Improvement in
are informed by a leading cycle manufacturer
apparatus generally. (3) Greater attention to
smnall work. (4) An increase in the number of that he has, during some years past, made
photographers.
(5) Naturalness of posing. | twenty-five different models of saturators for
his own use.
We hope to be able, at no dis(6) Facilities for illustrating journalisrn and the
tant date, to give particulars of that which this
study of lifeand character. (7) Improvement in
gentleman considers his most effective style.
mental and physical action.
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ARCHER'S LANTERN
THE “IDEAL” LANTERN, 20°09,"

iii.

NOVELTIES.
gs

Inthusiastic Testimonials from Paul Lange, Esq., G. E. ‘ThompWill show
son, Esq., Manchester Camcra Club, and many others.
to perfection any distance, 8 feet to 80 feet from the screen.

THE “IDEAL” DISSOLVER AND CARRIER FRAME.
Highly
Lanterns.
Price 25s.

most perfect ever invented for Single
and ussd by the editor of this journal.

tne

praised

A Wonderfully Good Safety Jet. Price 16s.
The ‘ Photinus,” greatly improved, the most powerful Oil-Light
Lantern in the world. Price complete £4 4s.
New Set of Slides, “Slum

New

Life in our Great

Cities,’?

Reading
Price 12s. per dozen.
Drawing Master Slide or Sketcher.
New

Illustrated

direct

Price

photos*

6d. post frec.
Price 35s.

Catalogue,

Many

£8

or
Noveltics,

Post

15s.

Plainer

Free,

One

COMPLETE,

Finish

£7

Stamp.

Estd. 1848.

ARCHER & SONS, Patentees and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL.
GENERAL

WANTS,

MAGIC LANTERNS& SLIDES. GREAT BARGAINS.

&c.

New and Second-hand
Lanterns and Slides.
Book with instructions, post free six stamps, Largest stock of Slides in the world, can be had on
hire or puchase, very low terms.
Second-hand
lists and small cataloguc post free.

TIOR SALE.—-About 250 Slides at Half-price, including
Dore Bible, Pilgrim's Progress, ‘'abernacle, Temperance,

&c.; a

bargain

seldom

met

with’-- Napisy,

Stationer, Shrewsbury.
\

‘
!

ANTED the Address of actual manufacturers of
Bamboo Frames, Opaque Screens, and Washing

WALTER
TYLER,
48, Waterloo
Road,
London.

Screens.- P.P. c/o this Journal.

DEALERS

PPAR ELATE Wide Angle Rectilinear
Jicns, by
Marion ; asnew;

OON'S

Separable

Bi-unial

Curtain,. 4-in. Condensers,

Objective Sliding

Guildford.

(mahogany)
Double

Shutters, Trays, &c., Case.

FURTHER

Lamps,

Achromatic
Offers.—

j

LANTERNIST

for Occasionial

Exhibitions

Aparatus

numerous

Operator,

having

Triple

Lantern

and
from

4
5

1

Sas

ov

54
B

Bi-unial

Modern

rack and pinion, chamber

if

Slides, &c., will be glad to hear

ON.

Lantern

and blow-through

jets, Malden dissolving

tap, ready for use. Also for above, fifteen magnificent hand paintings
7 by 5. Set of the grind Opera “ Der Freischutz" with marvellous
effects, from the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Grand sct of the
“ Ship on Fire” eflects. Large chromatropes, Rackuntz astronomical
Fine set of “ Pilslides and diagrams most beautifuliy cxecuted.
A fortune to be obtained as a
erim’s Progress” with effects.
Will be sold a
scale.
small
or
large
a
on
exhibit
to
show,
travelling
bargain.
No reasonable offer retused.
Apply

Preferred).—H. 171, Brockley Road, S.B.

ANTERN

LATER

FY sest
i” CHE

Magnificent

is open to arrange
(Own

PARTICULARS

g-inch finest Condensers, large double combination Front Lenses with

of Stereoscopic Slides, 6/- dozen.—J. W. McLrxvran,
Publisher, 36, St. Paul’s Road, Canonbury, London.

XPERIENCED

OUT!!

LAN
z
s
Y-00zeiN Sting----ES Bie
ON ture
ELECTRICITY
Ke
-----NG-.-COLORI
SLIDE
hE
St] PHOTOCRAPHY:---—")IN t au pON
a
5 yquse

2
=

of galvanised iron, or will exchange for anything
useful.—Tanx, c/o this journal.
|
pee
Lantern Slides.—List
of new
Subjects at 7/- dozen, now ready. A Large Variety

4

| LOOK

Some Big Novelty Slide Sets for 93-4.

cost £3, will take £2; approval,

deposit.—Revy. Arkins, Normandy,

5s.

House, 82, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland. LONDON. N,
HUGHES. Brewster
ee
a

MAKING

SLIDE

an Energetic Lanternist, who can put £100 into the
business for a series of tours for next season.
Advertiser
has had great experience in this line, but lacks capital—

From

Negatives,

Colouring

T.

ENERGETIC, 944, Gray’s Inn Road, London, E.C.

————_——

Photos,

Engravings,

in un Artistic and Effective

T. WING,

CHATTERIS,

&c.,

Manner.

CAMBS.

The prices of the Back Numbers of the Optical Magic Lantern Journal are at present as follows :— ;
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W. WATSON

& SONS, 313, High Holborn, London,

MANUFACTURERS oF HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.
BI-UNIAL
THREE

AND

AND

TRIPLE

FOUR- WICK

of Highest

LANTERNS,
OIL

AN

LANTERNS,

IMMENSE

STOCK

OF FINEST

PHOTOGRAPHIC

VIEWS,
Illustrating all parts of the World, 12/- per dozen.

Quality and Efficiency.

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, | SPECTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
AND

SCREEN

STANDS

-

For taking Lantern Pictures.

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.

W. WATSON

9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD'S RENTS, LONDON.

*

BEEN’sS

BEST

ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA,

251, SWANSTON

1837.
THE

HOLBORN,

313, HIGH

& SONS

Sevauetenen
RESULTS

Ask for Lantern List.
LONDON.

CAN

@O@zx

ONLY

BE

PWYGEDW.

OBTAINED

WITH

BRIN’S

OXYGEN

INSIST UPON HAVING BRIN'S OXYGEN, AS INFERIOROXYGEN IS BEING SOLD BY OTHER MAKERS.
Test the quality of the oxygen supplied to you, or bring it to one of the Works of the Brin’s Oxygen Companies,
where it will be analysed free of charge.
Brin’s oxygen is from 25 per cent to 35 per cent purer than
other kinds now being sold, and lasts twice as long.

Zo ensure good quality, good measure and safety from accidents, buy only of the BRIN’S COMPANIES

and their acczedited agents

A large Assortment of Cylinders, Gauges, Regulators, Inhaling Appavatus and Fittings kept in Stock.
PRICE

LISTS

AND

FULL

PARTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION.

ADDRESSES: =

LONDON : BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED, 34, Victoria Street, Westminster, $.W.
MANCHESTER :THE MANCHESTER OXYGEN (BRIN’ PATENT) COMPANY, [TD., ‘Great Marlborough Street, Manchester.
BIRMINGHAM : THE BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED, Saltley Works, Birmingham.
Telegraphic Addresses :—‘ Brin’s Oxygen, London.”

AS

SOE

SUPPLIED

TO

HER

‘Oxygen,

Manchester.”

MAJESTY’S

‘‘ Baryta, Birmingham.”’

GOVERNMENT.

Be

THE “CADET”
“SNAP-SHOT”
AND “LIGHTNING”
PiATEHS.
Fach

box

bears

the

HURTER

AND

DRIFFIELD

SPEED

No.

The “ British Journal of Photography,” April 28th, 1892, says :—

“Both kinds of plates work to a

Remarkable
The “Lightning”

Degree

especially so, and yield with normal

Great
CADETT

Fineness
&

MEAL,

of

development

and

ASHSTEAD,

Rapidity

images of

Brilliancy.”
SURREY.

London Depot :W. WATSON & SONS, 313, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C., and all Dealers,
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Since

the publication of our last issue we

The

have received for trial a saturator made by
Mr. J. Clifton, of Retford, of which the following

is a description :—The
home-made,

materials and
have at hand.

and

the

apparatus
maker

fittings as

had

is entirely
used

lanternists

such

usually

House

that

87

Jack

Built.

With reference to the parody in last issuc,
p. 79, the following is said to be one of the
pleasantest satires on the prevalent literary sin
of pedantry. It appeared some years ago in
the New Orleans Picayune.
A. WARREN.
Behold the mansion reared by diedal Jack !
See the malt stored in many a plethoric sack,
In the proud cirque of Ivan’s bivouac.
Mark how the rat’s felonious fangs invade
The golden stores in John’s pavilion laid.
Anon with velvet foot and 'l'arquin strides,
Subtle Grimalkin to bis quarry glides.
Grimalkin grim, that slew the fierce rodent,
Whose tooth insidious Johan’s sackcloth rent !

Fig. 1.

The saturating reservoir A (Figs. 1 and 2)
is made of stout brass sheeting soldered at the
seams.
The oxygen supply is attached at B,
which sub-divides at the two taps C and D, one

Lo! now the deep-mouthed canine foe's assault,
That vexed the avenger of the stolen malt
Stored in the hallowed precincts of that hall
That rasc complete at Jack's creative call.
Here stalks the impetuous cow with crumpled horn,
Whereon the exacerbating hound was torn,
Who bayed the feline slaughter beast that slew
The rat predaceous, whose keen fangs ran through
The textile fibres that involved the grain

That lay in Han’s inviolate domain.
Tere walks the forlorn damsel, crowned

Lactiferous

with rue,

spoils from vaccine dugs who drew

Of that corniculate beast, whose tortuous horn
Tossed to the clouds, in fierce vindictive scorn,

The baying hound, whosc braggart bark and stir
Arched the lithed spine, and reared the indignant fur
Of puss, that with verminicidal claw
Struck

the weird rat, in whose insatiate maw

hay recking malt that crst in Juan's courts we saw.
tobed in senescent garb that scems in sooth
Too long a prey to Chronos’ iron tooth,
Behold the man,

whose amorous

lips incline,

Full with young Eros’ osculative sign,

controlling the amount of saturated oxygen
and the other the direct supply of oxygen which
it is desirable to giveto the nipple EH. The
distance of the lime from Ii is adjusted by the
clamping screw TI". When benzoline (which
the inventor employs) is used in this apparatus
it is desirable to burn the small lamp G for a
time.
The benzoline, ether, or other factor, is

poured in at H by taking Aoff its stand and
undoing the clamping screw’ I, and inverting
he apparatus.
The internal arrangement will be seen at
Fig. 3, A being the

Of that immortal bovine, by whose horn
Distort to realms ethercal was borne

The beast catulcan, vexer of that sly
Ulysses quadrupedal, who made dic
The old mordaceous rat that dared devour
Antecedancous ale in John’s domestic bower.
Lo, here, with hirsute honours doffed, succinct

Of saponaceous locks, the priest who linked
In Hymen’s golden bands the man unthrift,
Whose means exiguous stared from many a rift.
ven
Who
Who
That

as he kissed the virgin all forlorn,
milked the cow with implicated horn,

in fierce wrath the canine torturer skied,
dared to vex the insidious muricide,

Who let auroral cfiluence through the pelt
Of that sly rat that robbed the palace Jack had built.
The loud cantankerous Shanghac comes at last,

gas to nipple;
each shelf or ledge con-

To him who, robed in garments indigent,

Fig. 3.
tains suitable packing,
which is saturated at H. This apparatus works
well.

Drew albu-lactic wealth from lactcal glands

saturator, D the oxygen
inlet, and E the exit of

lb saturated
Hw

To the lorn maiden, whose lact-albic hands

Whose shouts aroused the shorn ecclesiast,

Who sealed the vows of Hymen’s sacrament

Exosculates the damsel lachrymosc,
The emulgator of the horned brute morose,
That tossed the dog, that worried the cat, that hilt
The rat, that ate the malt, that ley in the house

Jack built,

that
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Hand-Cameras

for

Slides for the
“Vacile”
..
No.1" Giah"..
..
» 2**Quadrant’’..
» 3 Belipse”
.
» 4 Eureka”
» 5“Key?
.
..
» 6 Optimus’ ..
» 7“ "The Griftin’’
»

S&S

VheSwiuden™

» 9" Collins”
10“ Kodak"
ll “Guinea
yw l2" Vavnieck?!
13" Chadwick”

Dee.

Hand

Ist, .,

AUst,'01)
lst, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,.
Ist, ,,

21
The Radial..
22° Lhe Surprise’?
23“ Perfect.”
+.
2b
Frena’..
..
29‘ Metcor’..
»

Cameras,

No. 26.

Ist,'91
Ist, ,,
Ist, .,
Ist, ,,

lst,
1st,’92

June Ist,

.,
yy
1,
»
»

ARcHER.

&c.

and

Enlarging

Apparatus.

Lantern.

March 1st,'90 |No. 14“ Bonanza"
.. Juty
May = Ast, .,
n 15 “Repeater”
.. Aug.
Juge lst, ,,
» 16“ Marvel”
«. Sept.
July Ast, ,,
» 17 “Palmer”
.. Oct.
Aug. Ist, ,,
» 18 “ The Omnigraph ”
Sept. 1st,
Nov.
Oct.
Ist, .,
» 19 Ubique”
-. May
Nov. Ist, .,
yy 20“ Daylight Kodak ”

- Feb.
. Mar.
., April
2. May
,. June

Projection

obtaining

,,

July Ist, .,
Aug. Ist, ,,
Sept.Ist, ,,
Oct. Ist, ,.
May 1st,"93

By L. L.

A LETTER appeared in the issue for March
inquiring about particulars of an apparatus
|
which could be used for projecting the ordinary
size of lantern slides and yct answer for making
enlargements from }-plate negatives.
I do not know of such an apparatus being in
the inarket,

but

I feel assured

that

if some

manufacturer would take the matter up, an
apparatus to answer this purpose would meet
with a ready sale, as so many hand cameras are
now in use which carry }-plates.

In making such apparatus, it must .be constructed on slightly different lines from the
ordinary projecting lanterns which contain a
4in, condenser, as the negative to be enlarged
from is of a larger size and would not be
illuminated with a condenser of this size.
A condenser to illuminate a 4-plate must be
of such a diameter that if a 4-plate were laid
upon it, it would allow of a sinall portion of the
condenser being seen beyond each corner of the
plate.
A diagonal line run from corner to corner of
a +-plate (34x 4!) will measure 54in., so that
with a slight margin beyond this we require a
condenser of Gin. diameter, so as to properly

THE ‘‘ Archer "is a combined stand and hand
camera.
Used closed up as a hand camera it
measures 9 by 64 by 63 inches. This camera
contains a number of valuable features which
permit of its being used for any sort of work.
When used on a stand, the front is capable
of extending 12 inches, which enables a lens of
long focus to be employed.
It has a rising and
swing front, the back swings from centre, and
can be reversed so thatthe plates can be placed
cither in a horizontal or an upright position.
The plates or films are contained in 8 double
illuminate the negative.
dark slides which are packed in an ingenious
The stage for holding the negative or slide
manner inside of the camera.
The shutter is a
must be adjustable, for while the 3-plate will
Thornton Pickard one and can be used for time
or instantaneous exposures; this works im- | require to be in close proximity to the condenser, the lantera slide being of smaller size would
mediately behind the lens.
lose most of the rays of light in this position
by reason of many of the rays escaping at the
top, bottom, or sides.
In order to overcome this, the stage holder
must be capable of being moved forward to such
a distance that the whole of the cone of rays will
be sent through the slide. The portion of the
apparatus which carries the lens must also, for
obvious reasons, be made adjustable.

For slide

projection, it matters little if a little extraneous

light be allowed to escape at the stage, but for
enlarging purposes where one is using a surface
sensitive to hight, matters are totally different,
CLOSED, READY FOR USE IN
and it will be necessary to effectually stop the
THE HAND.
egress of light from the lantern or fittings.
The portions of the apparatus required are a
lantern, light, condenser, adjustable stage and
When used as a hand camera (closed) there | adjustable front, with lenses all closed in to
is sufficient room for focussing with lenses of 4 to prevent the escaping of light, yet adjustable
6 inches focus.
while closed up. The best means of connecting
The apparatus is most complete in all details,
the parts mentioned is by what is termed a
and strongly made,
bellows front.
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To almost any lantern a long base board can
be fitted, extending at the front for convenience

in packing, this can be hinged, so that when the
stage and front are both placed as close to the
condenser as possib’e (with lens removed), the
hinged portion will fold up immediately in front

of the part that carries the objective.
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so there was no help but'to make the best of a
bad job. The day arrived for me to take down
my shutters.
I emphasise my, for the fact that
I had taken down other

peoples’ shutters

hun-

dreds of times before.
_
(3.) The general appearance of the establishment is certainly inviting, I thought, while I

DF

paced up and down on
the opposite side of

the street for the express purpose of criticising my own plate
glass, and at the same
time
satisfying
an
appetite with a pipe
Cahalahabehelaabawrl
rae nee
ZZ
of birdseye.
I really

longed for evening too,
so anxious was I to
admire
that
double
An upparatus of this style, open and closed, is ' illuminated dial which stood out so nobly over
shown in the diagram; A being the lantern, B
the facia. How far up the hill will it be seen
condenser, CU stage for negative or slide, D front,
distinctly, I wondered, and will the people be
E lens, F folding base with hinges at H.
able to check the time of their trains as they
The stage and front are provided with a
goin and out of the station at the other end
thumbscrew for racking in or out.
As the
of the road. I hadn’t finished my musings, when
opening on stage must be of sufficient height to
suddenly I noticed a lady entering the doorway.
take a 4-plate negative on end, it will be
(4) “ By Jove.” said I to myself, “ my first
necessary to insert a strip of wood when procustomer ;” and in less time than I take to write
jecting lantern slides to raise them to the proper
it, I was behind the counter to receive from fair
height, so as to be central to the cone of rays
hands—which I did very graciously—my first
from the condenser.
repair. When she had gone, I had picked up
TBS

—:0:

An

Angel

(A SHORT STORY FOR LANTERN
By

Ir was

Jack

the brooch that had been left with me, talking
with imyself, said, “ This surely augurs well ;

——_

in Moleskin
ILLUSTRATIONS),

O’ LANTERN.

at the close of 1885 that I decided

to go into business on my own account as a
watchmaker and jeweller, and having selected
suitable premises in a district not a dozen miles
N. of Charing Cross, was soon busily engaged
in preparing for my day of opening, which was
~
fixed for December 5th.
(1.) The golden tints of Autumn, with their
innumerable

browns,

their

firelike

crimsons,

““a

Golden

the

Horseshoe,

symbol

of

good luck,” and then went on conjecturing a
novelty for Christmas, horse shoes on a sprig of
mistletoe!
How would it read, ‘‘The Xmas

engagement brooch,” or ‘Good luck and a
kiss.” While thinking it over, with my unfinished pipe, the door was

gently opened, and

as gently shut, by a man of the working type,
dressed I presume in his Sunday best (5). I was
struck with his appearance, which was above
the ordinary type. He had an honest-looking
face, sharp, bright eyes, that seemed to pierce
you, an abundance of well-kept, dark brown

and their variegated greens, were everywhere to i hair, his cheeks were coloured with a freshness,
like the blossom of apple trees in summer.
be seen when I selected my neighbourhood,
face wore a-sad expression; however, that
His
made
that
time)
the
(at
which gave to it a beauty
could not be accounted for. It was also
the place enticing, but a beauty that soon faded
apparent he was nervous and anxious. I took
as the days grew short.
this in at a glance, as he laid bis hat on a
(2.) The winter set in early too, dreadchair (6), and commenced diving to the bottom of
fully severe, so that by the 5th, as the sailors
inside pocket, bringing out therefrom a
an
say, “it was fairly under weigh.”
Distress
was

dominant

everywhere,

with which the district was

the

working

filled, were

poor

asking

for warmth and for food, until the outlook was
I could see the anything but encouraging.
mistake I had made, when too late for retreat,

newspaper packet, from which

he took a silver

watch, placed it in my hand very carefully,
looked back at the doorway, as though fearing
he was overlooked, turned again to me and
said:

‘Mister,

look

at

it;

fact

is, I’m

in

90
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trouble,

and

properly now,
tick

for

can’t

afford

to

but just want

sixpence

or

have

you

ninepence,

it

done

to make
so

as

it

I can

leave it with uncle, over the way, to help me
along a bit; I shall bring it again in a few

weeks, I promise you.’
I thought;

but there

was

Strange business this,
a genuineness in his

pleading that 1 could not resist.
‘‘ My friend,”
said I, ‘‘ the fact. of my setting it ticking won't
make it worth any more to uncle, as you call
him.”
But my customer thought otherwise, so
I promised to do what I could if he would call
back

in

half-an-hour.

<‘ What

name,

sir,

spoke for the first time, ‘‘ or you would’t have
picked out this particular shop to huve started
in, among the many that are empty round
about.””
‘ What’s the matter with it?’ I
exclaimed.
‘ Nothing particular the matter,
sir, only for one in your line of business, the

people at the back are not the most desirable
of neighbours.

In fact,’’ he continued,‘ we con-

sidered it our duty to call and put you on your
guard against a family of the vilest criminals

God ever put breath in. Not that I fear they'll
trouble you, for you’re a little too near, for
when they’re out on business, you know, they
go farther a-field: but it would be advisable to
well secure your place, for, considering your

please
?’’ I asked, with a businessair. ‘“ Name?
you don’t want any naine for a thing like that.
Everybody knows me,” he continued, “I Jive
garden’s mect, the temptation, you know, might
at the back here, in fact, our garden walls | be too much, and,” he went on,‘‘ the old man and
touch,” and he was gone.
“Garden walls ; Bill are away for another twelve months, so
they can’t harm you, for I suppose we never
touch?’ do they, I thought to myself. He
had more trouble with aay man living than
returned long before I was ready, so had to
with Bill Jawkins, though his brother George iis
wait my pleasure.
nearly as bad, and he’s only been home a week.”
After a few moments he said, “ Don't be
longer than you can help, Mister. I promised
Whether I had turned white or red I know not.
I could feel a cold something tricklng down my
the wife to be sharp back, and she'll be
fidgety.” (7.) I did not reply, but casually
back, as my thoughts turned to my earlier
visitor, and his watch.
What should I do?
saw a handkerchief go to his eyes as he laid a
stress on fidgety.
Perhaps I ought to state what happened.
For
I thought, while putting the movement
had they not been good enough to help and protect ine, it was only fair I should do what I
back into its case, of hungry children at the
back of my, house.
Expressing his gratitude
could to help them.
ere lle went, and again assuring me of his
‘“« Their name, you say, is Jawkins ?”’ asked.
intention of seeing me again shortly, left
“Aye, Jawkinsis their proper name, tho’ one
with a ‘Good day, mister, and I wish you j time they had a dozen, “‘ but they now find, that
luck.’
I followed him to the door, and sav | part of their business played out, as they're too
him enter the shop with the golden sign.
well known
to us.
But you need not be
frightened, sir.
I shall instruct my men to
(8S) In a few minutes he re-appeared, and,
turning up his coat collar, as though he meant | point them out to you as they see them, that
business, for by this time the snow was falling + you may make their acquaintance,” he added,
smilingly. ‘* We'll see you again in the week.
fast, and set off in a trot, but in the contrary
Good day.”” And they were gone.
direction to home, at any rate, if that home
lay at the back.
I watched him as far as the
(To be continued.)
eye could see, and returned inside shivering
—— 9:
with the cold.
“ I wonder who'll be next?” I
Coins as Weights.
said to myself, as I left the shop to take a cursory glance at the property, where the garden
By RB.J. RB.
walls touch, and with which I was not over
Iv often happens that when about to weigh out
charmed.
certain quantities for making solutions, or for
(9) Later in the day I was again puzzled at
the entrance of an inspector, and sergeant of other purposes, one happens to be at a loss for
Those who keep a little
police, who were polite enough to shake off as suitable weights.
change in their pockets need be at no loss if
much snow as they conveniently could before
stepping on the mat.
they will keep the following in mind ;—
“ Rough weather, sir,” said the leader, wiping
10/- gold...
weighs { oz.
a
se abe
i
eo Os
a moustache that showed evidence of much
2/6 silver..
se
eo
Bs
training.
‘* Shall have a bad night, too—see if
we don't.” “ There’s every appearance oi it,” I
5/- rf
1
returned.
‘‘ Lived in the district long, sir?”’
or 3 penny pieces J
»
These
weights although
not
absolutely
he enquired.
‘But a few days,” I said.
correct, arc fairly accurate.
“Thought not,” broke in XL 310, who now

etee
n
E
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How

to Make
By

Mats for

Slides.

The
condensers
are
such that when all three
are used it is suitable for
a lens of short focus, and

R. HumpHREY.

THRouGH the purchase of a lantern by a friend |
the lantern slide craze reached my house early
in the winter.
I soon found that the mats on
the market, were not always of the desired shape
or size. Sol tried to make these also. I soon |
gave up the use of knives and shears as the

when

the front

portion

is removed it answers
either for horizontal attachment or for lenses of

long focus.
The same
lens can be employed

forms resulting were too un-

even.
Then I came across
elaborate instructions howto
make dies out of clockspring
filed to a cutting edge and
fastened
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to pieces of wood,

of the desired shape. These
proved unsatisfactory also as
taking too much time to
make and as being diflicult
to use so as to get good
results.
So I threw what I
had made in the stove and—
wondering why I had not
thought of it before— turned
to my scroll saw. Fastening
a number of pieces of black
paper between two pieces of
thin wood, I marked out on

the.wood with a pencil the
:
shape of the desired opening and sawed to my
lines.
In this way I obtained a number of
perfectly true and cleanly cut mats, and now I
make all my mats this way.
The moral of which is: If you cannot buy
mats of the shape or size you want, or if your
present methods fail to give satisfactory results,
get a few old cigar boxes and a few sheets of
needle paper and try what you can do with the
scroll saw.—Photo-American.
——10:

New

Apparatus.

Srewanrv’s New Prosection Lantern.—This
new apparatus, which was explained at a recent
meeting of the Lantern Society, possesses many
points of interest. It can be used either for
slides or objects placed in a vertical or
horizontal position by a slight interchange of
certain parts. The condenser (triple) is so
mounted that either lens can be removed at will
by sliding it out from the side. For horizontal
work the front portion of the condenser is
removed and placed in a receptacle at top of
lantern, and a mirror so placed that the rays of
light are conducted to it, the lens being
supported upon an upright screwed into the top
of lantern body, and upon which the lens holder
can slide up or down for focussing, whilst a
mirror at top projects the rays forward.

either in the frout of the lantern or on the
upright arm.
The bellows portion can be
lifted completely from its place should an open
front be required. As will be seen, the uprights
can be made to travel on the base by means of
the thumb-screws shown at side. In front of
the condenser is an experimental stage, which
can be raised, lowered, or removed

in any dir-

ection required. The body of the lantern can be
raised at the back

for illuminating

the front containing the objective can
up, down, or sideways. It would be
task to devisc a more complete form
than this one, which can be used
requirement.

fluids, and

be moved
a difficult
of lantern
for every

—:0:——_

Warson’s Jet AtTTAcHMENT.--Three months
ago we mentioned that Messrs. Watson & Son,
High

Holborn,

were

about

to

introduce

an

attachment whereby a jet could be at once
raised, lowered or moved sideways from behind
the lantern.
We are now enabled to give an
illustration of the apparatus.
On the back of
the lantern is screwed the rack and pinion
(Fig. 1), The rack is formed by the thread of
a screw cut on the upright; this ensures the
rack engaging with the pinion however much
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ala a

the upright may be turned or
twisted on one side. The thumbscrew controlling the pinion is
the longer one shown in the

esthetically coloured, yet such is he aly point
of view which brings any of his utterances
within the province of this-journal.

illustration,

at

while

the

shorter

firmly clamps the upright after
it has been placed in position.
Upon the top of the upright is attached a runner
and clamping screw, a section of which is shown
at Fig. 2, which securely holds the tubes of the
jet. Fig. 3 shows the jet and attachment
fitted,
The light is adjusted to the correct
distance from the condenser by undoing the
thumb-screw (Fig. 2) and sliding the jet to or
from, when a slight turn will clamp it. The
i

Mr. W. J. Russell, F.R.S., lectured recently
the
Royal
Institution,
on
‘Ancient

Egyptian Pigments,” and at the outset spoke of
of the importance to artists of knowing what

colours used in decoration had resisted the
action of sun and air, in some cases for so long
| a period as six thousand years, and in all cases
| to all appearance without having faded.
;
One of these colours could be made red hot
‘ without injury, and was not attacked by strong
nitric acid. By analysis he found it to consist
of from seventy to eighty per cent of ferric oxide;
the rest was, practically speaking, clay; it was,
He took a thin
| in short, an oolitic hematite.
. iron plate, about a foot square, which

had been

painted over its upper surface with this colour,
and he applied a great bunsen flame underneath;
this made a portion of the plate near the centre
red hot, and while still very hot, the colour over
a circle about six inches in diameter, was seen
to be of a darker

red than

before, but as the

plate cooled still farther, the centre of the plate
gradually assumed the same colour as_ the
Fig. 1.

The necessary height is imparted by the rack
and pinion (Fig. 1), and the formation of the
rack on the upright allows of it being moved
sideways until properly centred with the condenser, when it is clamped firmly in position by
a turn of the shorter thumb-screw (Fig. 1).

remainder,

and no mark

remained

to indicate

what part of the plate had been heated and what
part had remained comparatively cool.
Sunlight
did not act upon this colour, as it still remained
on the outsides of several Egyptian temples.
Some lumps of the natural hematite used by the
ancient Egyptians had been found in the teinples,
and when he tried to grind them into
powder dry, he failed, but when he rubbed
them under water against the sides of a large
mortar, they came down into fine powder
% easily. The colour was then ready for use,
without the admixture of gum or anything
else; in fact it would stick to the fingers,
clothes, face, and the hair of the head in an

Fig. 3.

This attachment, which was used on the lantern

at the late Crystal Palace lantern lectures
(Photographic Exhibition), can be fitted to any
lantern and presents a neat appearance, and
will be found to fill its mission as a ready
means of centreing the light.
===

The

Royal

CoLourRED

302

Institution.

Macic

LanTERNS.

objectionable manner.
The mortar he
used at the lecture was of about one gallon in
capacity, and the piece of Egyptian hematite of
about the size and shape of a small sponge cake.
Into the question of how the coloured iron plate
would stand friction he did not enter, but any
inakers of black japanned magic lanterns would
know how to overcome that difficulty.
Nodules of red hematite of variable chemical
composition, we may remark, are common
enough in this country, and can be had

for the

| picking up; they are to be found near Bristol,

| Tenby, and plenty of other places, so nothing is
NovtuHinG could have been farther from the mind | easier than to try whether any of them will rub
down under water and act in the manner stated.
of the lecturer who gave the particulars respectSome contain much more earthy matter than
ing pigments about to be stated, than the idea
the Egyptian samples, others contain less.
that his revelations would ever be applied to the
problem of producing metallic magic lanterns , Some seem as if already rubbed down somewhat
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LIM

E-LIGHYT

J ETS,

Wholesale, Retail & Export, Direct from the Maker,
10s.

Special Blow- through Jet, Complete, with Cog-wheel Lime Turner

10s.

|

THE

LANTERN

:
i

vil.

SLIDES

,
MADE

BY

postIllustrated
vt ListUP Freeserman"
PRER GW. WILSON & Co., Ltd.,
to any part of the World,
ARE

F. BROWN,
13, Ossulston St., London, N.W.

suddenly.

Regulator Taps unnecessary.

LOWEST

THE

GAS
114,

BE

j

i
|

List aieFree on receipt of Adilress.

PRICES.

COMPRESSION
Vrincess

TO

“The Best in THIS World.’

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, @.

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED VALVES,
Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on gas

ACKNOWLEDGED

COMPANY,

. St.

Swithin

Street,

Aberdeen.

St., Manchester.

SANDS, HUNTER & Co,
|caWeON PATENT SATURATOR AND
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
LIMELIGHT.
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

Direct trom Patentee.

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children &c. Terms Moderate.

20, Cranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.

—

W.

:

Price 50/-

LAWSON,
.

Newton-le-Willows,

SPECIAE,E..

.

Lancashire.

—

Grand Optical Lanterns, 4in. Compound Condensers, and 3-wick Lamps, 23s. 6d., or with 4-wick Lamps, 25s.
Splendidly Coloured, 32in. x 3din. Slides, in Sets of 12, price 3s. per Set, or 4 Sets for lls. Full Size Changing
Comic Shpping Slides, in Mahogany ee
7d. each, or 6s. 6d. doz. Lever Action Slides from 1s. 6d. each.
Rackwork (including Chromatropes), 2s. 6d. each. Best Quality Double Motion Chromatropes, 4s. 3d.; Extra
Designs, 9d., 1s, 2s., 3s. per pair. Reading Lamps with Flash Shutter, Shewing Red Light Signal, 2s. 6d.
The New
Lightning’ Double Carrier Frame, Is. 3d. New Catalogue Gratis and Post Free.

ROBERT

H. CLARK,

Wholesale

Optician, Royston,

Herts.
==

IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
1.—What focus of lens is required to produce a certain size of disc, at a given distance ;
2.—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance ;
3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with a lens of
given focus;

LUA

DY

SEND
23d. FOR A
Ree Rea Ce.

(On Cardboard) By J. HAY TAYLOR.
FASTEN IT ON THE LID OF LANTERN

TAYLOR

BROS.,

56, Chancery

Lane,

TA

Bie:

BOX.

London,

W.C.

vill.
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EASTMAN’S
SOLIO PAPER.
DRAGS

ALL

DETAIL

FROM

A

NEGATIVE.

The magic of a beautiful face is brought out by Solio.
Many
Photographers ask a higher price for prints on Solio, and receive it,
because double value is given in delicacy of detail and ivory finish.

The Original Letters of the following may be seen at our office.
These are fair samples of what we receive daily from all parts of
the world:
“T have’ used every make in the market, but must confess I have never succeeded in
getting such grand results from any other.
For perfect and quick printing it cannot be
equalled, and the tones obtained are simply lovely.”
“We like it better daily, and our prints are simply splendid and could not possibly be
equalled hy any other process.
We consider your Solio a long way the finest printing
paper on the market.
It will prove a benefit to the whole profession.”
“Tt is the best paper I have used for the last

10 years, and I am very pleased with it.”

‘“‘T get finer tones and purer whites with it than I can obtain

from any other paper of

this class.’

“Tam pleased to say that I find your Solio Paper to be the best I have ever used.
obtain very excellent results with it, and shall use no other.”

NOTHING

SUCCEEDS

LIKE
IT

SOLIO:

BRINGS

BUSINESS.

Photographic Materials Co., Ltd.
AS
(4 Place

FRANCE

MAN
Vendome,

Paris.

[Place Grimaldi, Nice.

115-117,

Oxford

Street,

LONDON, W.

ROCHESTER,

Eastman

N.Y.,

U.S.A.,

Kodak Company.
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by nature; for instance, the ‘‘red scaly iron ore”’

A Lantern

met with at Ulverstone, and some other places
on the borders of Lancashire, appears to be of

93

Service.

By F. J. Batson.
this nature; it is unctuous to the feel, and some
analysed specimens have been found to consist
Ir may be of interest to readers who Lave
of peroxdie of iron 94°50, silica 4:25, and alumina
lanterns, and are willing to give their services
1:25 per cent.
It might be worth while to find
to the rector or others of the parish in which
out what brightly coloured minerals, preferably
they reside for lantern services, if I give a brief
those containing a little clay, can be burnt on to
account of how, for the last five years, in
the surface of irom without losing colour, and
different places, I have managed such a service
without being subject to subsequent change. |
on Good Friday, the last being the most sucBlues and greens might probably be obtained
cessful.
fron suitable minerals.
Success in this line of
A thousand handbills were printed, and one
research might prove of far more importance |
left at each house by the district visitors on the
than in the application of such discoveries to the |
Monday before. The hall in which it was held
ornamentation of lanterns, for in the painting
is the largest in the town, seating about seven
of railway bridges and other iron structures to
protect

them

from

the action

of the weather,

heavy commercial interests might be involved.
THE
A

Opticau
rew

weeks

ProgectTion or
PHENOMENA.
ago,

Lord

INTERFERENCE

Rayleigh

lectured

hundred persons.
that was

not

Everything was cleared out

wanted,

such

as

stage

scenery,

&c.,a small platform erected, about four feet
high, for the rector to stand on, by the side of
screen, which was strained on a stand and
elevated at least six feet from the ground; the

seating reaching to within twelve feet of screen,
ou ‘Interference Phenomena and their Appliwith a wide passage way down the centre,
cations.”’ In the course of this lecture he made
visible upon the screen a larger number of instead of, as usual here, one on each side and
one in centre, the reason being that the audience
Newton’s rings than ordinarily to be seen.
could only enter one way, to avoid pushing, and
He first adjusted the light and condenser of the
the persons stationed filled each seat, irrespective
electric lantern for parallel rays; the parallel
beam then fell at an angle of about forty-five | of rank or creed, as they came.
The boys were sent up to the gallery at the
degrees upon the two pieces of glass producing
end of the hall, plenty of help being placed
the Newton's rings; the back piece of glass was
there to seat them and keep them quiet, but
blacked on its hinder surface to get rid of white

this was not required, although there were uplight due to reflexion. In the reflected beam
from the lantern, now at about a right angle to | wards of 300 present. In about a quarter-of-anhour after the doors were opened the place was
its original course, a double convex lens was
crammed to excess, hundreds having to go away
placed to throw an image of the Newton's rings
for want of even standing room.
It was with
upon the screen, and between the projection lens
great difficulty that I worked the lantern, being
and screen a prism was inserted.
so pushed up for room. The hallkeeper calcuIn some of his experiments, to get Newton’s
lated there were 1,200 people present.
‘rings as free as possible from false lights, the
No charge was made for admission, or a
back of the plane plate of glass was blacked, as
collection made.
No books were required, all
already stated, to get rid of false reflexions there.
the hymns were sung to well-known tunes, and
Upon its face rested the centre of the curved
side of a plano-convex lens, to produce the rings,
but upon the plane side of the lens was placed a
very thin prism, in optical contact by means of
oil of turpentine, with the flat surface, so that

the face of the prism might throw

aside

the

white light reflected from its surface, and so
prevent its deteriorating the image upon the
screen. By the devices herein described, the
lens and flat piece of glass producing the rings
could be placed farther apart than usual, and
the rings still be visible.

The points of novelty in the lecture consisted
chiefly in the application of interference
phenomena to the testing of the accuracy of the
‘ grinding and polishing of plane surfaces.

the words were

thrown

on

the screen, so that

all could see and join in the singing, which was
very heartily done. The front row of seats
were reserved for the choir, which led the singing, being accompanied’ on an American organ
presided over by the parish organist. Dr. Weldon, the rector, in a most

interesting and in-

structive manner, held his audience spell-bound
for two hours, as he told the story of the Cross,
commencing with the entry into Jerusalem, and
closing with the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea,
where the body. of Jesus was laid.
In opening he stated it was not the idea to
provide a lantern entertainment, but to hold a
solemn service, and he trusted all would show
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proper reverence to the memory of Him who
died as on that day 1,800 years ago,to redeem
the world, and his words evidently sunk deep in

and

lauternist,

and, as may

be expected

circumstances, the jets manufactured

under

such

by him are neat

their hearts, for during the whole time not a
sound but his was heard, but during the
singing of the hymns.
The lights at the opposite end of the hall
were left lighted, as it did not affect the picture,

and people were standing in the porch, and even
in the strect, trying to hear and catch a glimpse.
Anyone trying such a service for the first time
T am sure will be repaid for their trouble if only
they get good'slides, lantern and light, as most
people now are not satisfied with any daubs.
At the Crucifixion I had a slide specially made
by a good photographer, with a large black
cross in the centre;

over the left arm

of the

cross were the words “‘ What hast thou done for
Me?” and over the other ‘‘ This have I done for
thee,’’ with three verses on cach side under the
arms of the cross, the words of the hymn, ‘“ O,

come and mourn with

me

awhile,” during the

singing of which by the choir I threw on the
screen with the other lantern a crucifix on
a white cross, showing a margin of the black
one all round, which had

a very solenin

effect.

‘The following is a list of the shdes and hymns
in rotation ;—
Hymn, “Tell

me

the old, old story ’’—The

entry into Jerusalem—Clearing the temple—
The last supper—In the garden—Betrayal—
hymn, ‘‘ Hark, my soul it is the Lord "Before

Caiaphas—Denial—hymn, ‘‘Glory be to Jesus”
— Before the People—Scourged----Mocked—Ecce
Homo—hymn,

‘The

Head

that

once

was

crowned "’— Start for Calvary—- Meeting the
Holy women—hymn, “ How sweet the name of
Jesu sounds ’’-—Falling under the cross—Arrival
at Calvary—hymn, ‘‘ There is a green hill far
away ’’—Nailing to the cross—Raising the cross
—hymn,

‘‘O

come

and

mourn,’’—Crucifix—

Death

on the cross—hymn, ‘‘ When I survey
the wondrous cross ’’—Descent from cross—
Laid in the tomb—hymn, ‘ Rescue the perishing ’’—Benediction.
Any reader wishing further information, I
shall be pleased to give it if they send a stamped
cnvelope to the Editor.

Editorial “Table:
Exvosury

Boox.—This

‘excellent

little

note

book,

art. Ample space is supplied for filling in particulars
under the following headings :—No. of slide.—Hour of

day.—Slop used.—Exposure.—Light.—
Subject.
Street, London,

N.W., has sent usa blow through and a mixed jet of his

manufacture.

Correspondence.
INVENTION

Mr. Brown is an experienced mechanic

OF DISSOLVING

[Yo the Lditor.]

VIEWS.

Dean Sir,—Since the publication of your journal for
May I have seen Mr. Wilkie and he seemed to think I
doubted the truth of his statements. I therefore beg to

state I had no intention of imputing falsehood to him. I
simply wished to show that others had a finger in the

designs, photographing, and painting of the Polytcchnic
entertainments besides Mr. Hill—Thanking you for the
insertion, I remain, Yours very respectfully,

J. GREEN.

(Vo the Isditor.]

Sirz,—We have read with amusement and interest the
correspondence (almost controversy we may add) on the
‘Ve certainly always associated the late
above subject.
Mr. Childe with the modern form of dissolving views,
but we have reasons to believe they had been in use even
before his time (from ideas gleaned from old books, and
To say that one man or one
Encyclopedias especially).
firm supplied all the slides used by the Royal Polytechnic
Institution, or even the major portion of them, is not true!
Many artists contributed to the “pic,’’ and your humble
servants were not unknown,
Mr. A. Wilkinson painted one set of landscape slides
that had the distinguished honour of a 200 nights consecutive run at the Royal Polytechnic; also he painted
many smaller sets and odd ones, but working as he did
for some one else he did not get the honour of the work.
Over a dozen distinguished artists worked or made
slides for the Polytechnic, and cach were good at some

speciality—no one individual can possibly do all subjects
Besides the other names menequally satisfactorily.
tioned in your correspondent’s letter, there were Wilson,
McArvail, &c., very clever figure painters. In conclusion,
allow us to say that never in any place have “ Dissolving
Views" been shown to better advantage than in the
good old days of the Polytechnic Institute, at Regent
Strect ; the mistake

they made

was

to employ smaller

lanterns and the well-known 3} trade slides, one set of
Everybody
which was ‘‘ Animals at the Zoo,” &c., &c.

could see plain photo-slides anywhere, and any Sunday
school, village, or private home could afford an exhibition
of the same

which has becn published by Mawson & Swan, at 3d.,
should be in the hands of all practising the photographic

Jzers.—Mr. F. Brown, of 18, Ossulton

and substantially madc, and behave well, whilst the
We understand that Mr. Brown
prices are moderate.
also makes a speciality of working out improvements in
connection with limelight apparatus.

kind

with the identical subjects, and

of the

same quality. Is it any wonder, then, that the attendances
rapidly fell away?
There is but one way to keep such exhibitions above
the average, and tbat is, having original slides handpainted, not photographed, and large size, say for use

with 10 in. or 12in. condensors.
We may also just state our belief is— public exhibitions of dissolving views were killed (as far as paying

goes) immediately on the advent of’cHEAsP PHOTO SLIDES.
They became too common; add cheap colouring or
daubing by trade workers, and the idea is complete.
Dissolving view slide painting is a fine art, and as such
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Close of Lantern

Season

AIN D

| _«GRYSTAL PALACE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

Great Stocktaking

CLEARANCE

SALE

Single, Bi-unial, and Triple Lanterns,
CAMERAS, LENSES,
.
General Photographic Accessories at Discounts
varying from 15 per cent. to 50 per cent.
Send for Lantern List, Post Free 6 Stamps.

Genuine

Photo List, Post Free 3 Stamps.

Bargains.

Apparatus in most instances being almost Equal to New.

D. NOAKES
SOUTH

& SON,

LONDON
OPTICAL
WORKS,
GREENWiICE,
S.=.

TELEPHONE

8029.
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needs fostering by the moneyed people, unless it is
intended to become a lost art (like minature painting,

illuminating,

&c., &c.), for which

national character.

Art

more

is degraded

shame

to our

by photography,

and the public get false ideas of what really does con-

stitute the beautiful in nature.—Yours,
WILKINSON & CO.
(To the Editor.)
Sir,—I did not intend to interfere
in the controversy re ‘‘The Invention of Dissolving Views,"’ but
should like to call the attention of your excited correspondent of last month to the fact that in March,
1892,

issue, a Mr. Baker, writing on the same subject, remarks
that dissolving views were first introduced to the public

in the year 1846.
I ask him if he admits or denies this.
If he denies it, perhaps Mr. Baker can put him right.
One of them must be wrong.— Yours faithfully,
——
WM. H. TREVOR.
(To the Iditor.}
Sirn,—In answer to my article, in which
I endeavoured to explain to your readers who the real

inventors
‘“Suum

of dissolving

Cuique," has

views

assailed

were, a

me

correspondent,

in a most

peculiar

letter. In the first place I have to plead guilty to two
omissions in my article.
I ought to have stated, as
‘““Suum Cuique” justly remarks, that at times the
designs for the paintings used at the late Polytechnic
were prepared by artists other than Mr. Hill, and also
that in the early days of dissolving views several other
artists besides Messrs. Childe and Hill painted views for
the Institution.
The artists who most frequently designed were Messrs. Hine, Fid Page, Cadman and

Leech,

those who painted views at times were Messrs. Smith,

Clare, Perrin, Frey, and a few others whose

names were

little known.
I think my omissions were not very extraordinary when onc comes to consider the immense
quantity of work executed by Messrs. Childe and Hill
compared with the minute proportions contributed by

other artists, and no man is infallible—not even

“ Suum

Cuique.”” Now for his letter. Why under the sun he
should bombard me with dates passes my comprehension.
I said nothing about dates. ‘To the best of my belief I
did not mention a solitary date from the commencement
to the end of my article. He is simply raising up giants
of his own manufacture, for the express purpose of doing

vigorous battle with them.

He finally exclaims, ‘‘ Now,

sir, I hope this will satisfy our good friend Mr. Harrison,
and also Mr. Wilkie.”
What Mr. Harrison did I know
not, but this little ring of triumph afforded me

some en-

tertainment, as his mention of these dates and programmes will enable me to place your correspondent in
the uncomfortable position occupied by the engineer who
was hoist by his own petard. He appears to think that
they refer to dissolving views as we understand the term
now. Heis in error—they do nothing of the kind. Let me
describe in detail the method of Mr. Childe's exhibition :-—
At the back of a transparent screen was placed a
a lantern having nine-inch condensers, the illuminating
power consisting of a lamp containing three concentric
wicks, which could be raised or lowered at pleasure.
The size of the picture thrown on the screen was from
ten to twelve feet in diameter.
Attached to his body by
a strap across the shoulder was what he termed a breast
lantern, differing from the other lantern only in this
respect, that the lenses were between four and five
inches in diameter.
One of his best effects was termed
the Garden of Love, and consisted of a very pretty garden
scene with a target fixed up and a heart in the centre of
the target. This was exbibited from the large lantern.
Mr. Childe then took up his position on a chalked mark
on the platform, and from the smaller lantern brought on
the effect of the figure of Cupid drawing his bow. Bya
very ingenious mechanical movement Cupid let fly the
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arrow, which appeared in the centre of the target, whilst
the

bow

resumed

its

normal

curve, and

the

string

straightened itself out. Cupid was now taken off, and
please mark particularly what followed :—Did the picture
dissolve into another one?
Did number one gradually
merge into number two?
Certainly not, decidedly not—
I repeat most emphatically not; nothing of the kind.

The
following operation
took place: — The
lamp
was gradually lowered until the picture disappeared,
when it was removed and replaced by the next, after
which the light was raised. Now I appeal to all and
every reader of this journal with this question—Can this
by any twisting or turning be called a Dissolving View
Exhibition as we now understand the meaning of the term?
I expressly stated in my article that by Dissolving
views I meant the dissolution of one picture into
another by means of two lanterns.
‘Chis condition was
fulfilled for the first time in 1846, when Mr. W. R. Hill,
who had joined Mr. Childe in business, invented the

sliding dissolver which worked in front of the objectives.
Let ‘Suum Cuique"’ reflect on these few facts. I
find on reference to some back numbers of the journal
that this question has been raised time after time; and
although it has never yet been described (so far as I can

discover) in such detail as [ have done in this letter, yet
sufficient has been said to satisfy unprejudiced persons.
Further discussion upon the subject would, therefore, in
my opinion, serve no good purpose ; so for the future I
shall

take

no

further

trouble

with

any

gentleman

addressing me in the extremely discourteous tone adopted
last month by ‘‘Suum Cuique."" His name is not definite enaugh;

is to me
sincerely,

in the words

simply

a

of an eminent

‘ nebulous

politician, he

hypothesis."—Yours

EDMUND H. WILKIE,
(Late Royal Polytechnic Institution.)
(Lo the Editor.)
Sir,—All readers of these pages ought to see with
pleasure the appearance in these columns of some
utterances by Mr. Edmund H. Wilkie, because of his
exceptional knowledge of the early history of the lantern,
as I had occasion to learn several years ago.

In what he has said about the origin of dissolving
views, his statements are not yet sufficiently explicit to
enable them to be used for permanent historical purposes. He gives no date of the first public exhibition
of dissolving views, does not state where it took place,
and does not say whether he was
is conveying to us information
others.
Messrs. Carpenter and Westley
close of the year 1887, that Mr.
the inventor of dissolving views,

present or whether he
received by him from

informed me about the
Childe claimed to be
but they thought that

the invention was originally brought to London by some
Italian. As all the information they then gave me was
for the purpose of publication, I am at liberty to mention my source of information.
If I mistake not, that
firm first publicly exhibited dissolving views, and that,
too, not at the Polytechnic.
I know about Mr. Phillipstall, and am not confounding him with the dissolving view invention as
surmised by Mr. Wilkie.
The preceding part of this letter was sent in too late
for publication last month.
I now wish to add a few
sentences about some utterances on the same subject
published by others in tie May number.
May it be pointed out to ‘ Suum Cuique ” that none
of the valuable information he gives can pass into the
permanent history

of the lantern,

because

upon the authority of an anonymous letter.
to put his name

and

address

it but rests

If he were

to the information,

and

afterwards on some suitable occasion put the documents
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Notes

he mentions on public view, for some wecks, at some
exhibition connected with the lantern, the circumstances
would be altered. If he were to tcll us some more about
the works of Hine, Fid Page, Cadman, and others, it might
to
be the means of inducing readers to come forward and
throw what additional light they could upon the subject.
Towards the close of 1887, 1 began to make enquiries
was
into the history of the lantern, and found that there
no connected history of it extant, then I began to collect
n
information on the subject from the time of its inventio

downwards,

Kircher

by Athanasius

54]bs. complete.

give me @ call and have a chat about dissolving views.”

and have put the

in
Cannot ‘ Suum Cuique "' make himself more precise
of the
the matter of dates and places, for possibly some
old play-bills he mentions can be found in the British
W. H. HARRISON.
Museum.
(To the Lditor.)
in the present number of
Dwar Si,--A letter appearing
signed
JOURNAL,
Lanvern
Macic
the Oprican
«“ Suum Cuique," replying to Mr. Edmund H, Wilkie’s
the April
article ve ‘' Invention of Dissolving Views,”’ in

but complimentary to that
After
least—very sarcastic.

an
placing before his readers true information but for
Wilkie
omission or two, which 1 feel sure should Mr.
put
be well enough will hasten to own and immediately
a
right. I think it would be rather difficult to find

work
person more acquainted with lanterns and lantern
and far
generally, also a good judge of the fine arts,
I may
above the average as un artist himself, and
mention that he is related to that well-known painter,
Mr. Suum Cuique is quite right as
Sir David Wilkie.
Phantasregards Mr. Child’s dissolving vicws called the
quite a
majoria as far back as 1632, but that was of
years
different character to that which was used many
nic,
later, and brought to perfection at the Polytech
where no expense was spared in any way, thereby
for
producing dissolving views in that high-class style
which the Institution held the reputation somany years.
Wilkie
Mr. Suum Cuique has a probable doubt that Mr.
g
and myself were not born as far back as 1832. Speakin

[ was
for myself, I can acquaint bim with the fact that
in my
well about in that year, and have programmes

managepossession of Childe’s Phantasmagoria, under the
of
mentof Edmund Yates at the Brighton Theatre, also
lantern
our
When
Scotland,
through
their tour

was

partnership

I was

perfected

in 1866.

ceasing

with

Mr. Childe,

our

After that date I was

and
appointed to execute all the principal paintings
close of
mechanical eficcts for the Polytechnic until the
Howell,
that Iustitution.—Professor Pepper, or James
Esq.,

late secretary,

required.
Holy Land

could

bear

out

my

statement

if

Charles Smith, the painter of those beautiful
views,

“Poly.” was at
dissolving views,

exhibited

so many

times at the old

the top of the tree as a painter of
The clever
and second to none.

given
sketches by Messrs. G. H. Hine and R. P. Leitch,

the
to me to reproduce in glass, proved them to be of
Page
highest order as artists on paper, those by Fid
were

original,

although

few

in

number.

The

Yes, it will do.

Chas. Dales, optician, Westbourne, writes: ‘I hope
that if Mr. Wilkie visits this town at any time he will

the
to little known records of the past, on the subject,
hereafter.
information will not be wasted, but utilised

dissolver

Queries.

A. H. Whitcher.—(1) The new apparatus is vastly
(2) About the same as an
superior to the old style.
ordinary mixed jet. (3) Weight and dimension at least
(4) See April Journal, about
twice that of the other.

particulars into difierent papers read before societics,
This brought
and into articles in scientific newspapers.
strangers who have given
from
in correzpondence
parreferences to literary sources whence additional
shall
ticulars can be obtaincd, which particulars IT
if
examine when a time of sufficient leisure arrives, and
in the correspondence going on in these pages, exact
dates
references are given in the watters of names and

anything
number, was
saying the
gentleman,

and

remarks

made by a Mr. Green in the same number are beneath
W. R. HILL.
my notice.—Yours very truly,
(W. R. Hill & Son, Optical
Scenic Artists.)
May 17th, 1893.

4. Tranter.—Lantern

lenses will not, as a rule, answer

for photographic purposes without making allowances
for non correction.
C. M, Allen (Queensland).-.-We understand from Percy
Lund

& Co., that it was sent, but anyhow one will reach

you ere you read this.
Intending Member.—The last meeting of the Lantern
Soviety for the Session was held on April 24th. Write
to Com. C. I. Gladstone,
Street, London, S.W.

Hon.

13,

Sec.,

Arlington

Light.—We note your remarks, but can only say that
hope to be able to describe several styles of
we
saturators.

Thomas Parry writes: ‘Please tell me (1) what isa
fair price to pay for a second-hand gas bag? (2) Would
you advise me to buy a gas bag or a cylinder ?”
‘dnswer.—Our opinion of the generality of second-hand
gas bags is that thcy are worth about what you can get
for the tap on them as old brass. (2) Cylinder.
Is. Lewis asks: ‘Strictly speaking, would not certain
subjects be more pleasantly rendered upon a lantern
of tinted material instead
scrcen if it were made
of plain white?'? Answer.---Yes, bui it would not be
Why not
practicable to have screens as you suggest.
employ tinted glasses in front or behind the picture;
it will come to the same thing. Try a snow scene with
and without a piece of pale blue glass, and note tho
improvement with the glass.
&.—A square mat with the corners rounded is termed
“‘cusnion shape."
Dr. 1'.—We congratulate you on the sale of the patent
to the U. S. Government.
Geo. Llliott asks, ‘What is the best way to make
framed slides so as to ensure them being placed in the
I find it a great
lantern with the correct side up.
strain to have

to look at each

and consider

slide

the

proper way it should be placed.” Answer.—Saw the
corner off the frame, so that when placing it in the
lantern stage the forefinger can be placed at the
corner cut off.

E.E.—It is evident that the slide is placed too far
from the condenser, thus cutting off the corners of
your square pictures; if you cannot place the slide
close to the condenser,

a larger condenscr.

better have

It, Shepherd.—Thanks, have noted.
W. K. Burton.—To hand, with thanks.
Y.Y.Z.—Better make sure that there is no moisture

in the wicks;

take them

out and

dry them, and

if the

same effect is again produced notify us.
Amateur.—The lines you complain of in the negative
have all the appearance of being produced by a leak
in your dark slide. You may have observed that both
of the negatives you sent are marked almost in a similar

Jxamine the carrier at the place where the
manner.
shutter draws out.
Fuerst Bros.—Samples of Meto! Hauff will be tried and
reported upon in next journal.
Schwarz

cd: Co.—Sample

of

Metol

Andresen

will be

tried and reported upon in next journal.

Several communications. have
for want of space. ~

had

to be held over
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TO REALIZE MR. STEAD'S IDEA.
THE

LANTE RN

x1,

SLIDE MAKING
From NEGATIVES, PRINTS, SKETCHES, &c.
AND BEST COLOURING ONLY.

BIBLE.

WILKINSON & CO.,
HOLMESIDE, SUNDERLAND.

Our Catalogue contains over 1000 Subjects, illustrating
the Bible History from cover to cover.
All the pictures

are
the

selected with special care from the works
of
greatest
ancient
and
modern
masters;
and
the texts (numbering about 200 additional slides) carefully chosen by an experienced lanternist, who has also
given close attention to their proper “ display.”’
Help declares this to be “‘ Much the most comprehen.
sive of any series of pictures yet prepared.”

Telegrams, ‘OXYGEN,

SUNDERLAND.”

RSTABLISHED

1859

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

every

ME: J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-pust twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Catalogue, post free, on application to

STEVEN BROS., 33, Osborne St., City, GLASGOW.

Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are requested
send particulars onc week prior to sale.

to

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES
fthe Highest Quality only.
x
NEWTON

Scientific

Instrument

Makers

°

&=

to Her

CO.,

Majesty

the Queen.

H.R.H.

The Prince of Wales, The Admiralty, The War Department, The
Indian and Toreign Governments.
By Special A ppointinent
To 'The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and the Science and Art
Department,

SOLE

MAKERS

ROSEHILL WORKS,
POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

OF

Oxygen-Hydrogen Jets with “Pringle

The “Miniature”

cut off.”

Collapsible

Lanterns, The ‘ Scientists” Bi-unial.

The Triple Rotating

Electric Lantern,

Cylinder Stand.

&c.

Illustrated Catalogue with Detailed List of Slides, 4d.

3.

FLEET

STREET,

(BRIER’S

LONDON.

Plain

Photographic

Slides,

12s.

per

PATENT)

Dia. Cyl. din. 53in. Tin.

“Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Lewis Wricut. A complete
guide to the use of the Magic Lantern, the Lantern Microscope,

Nett ds. 6d.

SS

OXYGEN CG., Lo.

&c.,

The Patent ‘‘Refulgent” Lamps.
Wright's Lantern Microscopes.
Wright’s

Cepyright

9in.

Price 7/6 9/- 12/6 15/-

COPYRIGHT

dozen.

Post 'ree United Kingdom.

In our

New

Premises

we

have

laid

down an extensive plant for making

ENLARGEMENTS

P Pits
f Tm
Ti
T ri
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72

at

All prints are made by the most skilful workmen with the Best Apparatus,
in

the

shorlesl

photographers
than at

possible

cannot

time,

and

be better served

ILLINGWORTH’,
WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

Beards’ COMPRESSED GAS REGULATOR

WRAY'S LANTERN LENSES.

Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Exhibition.

Eclipse Single Lantern Slide Carrier
HIGHLY COMMENDED,

‘* Pringle Beard” Miniature
Telescopic Lantern. |
Titted with special helioscopic jacket
focussing.
Skewed gearing for lime
turning off jet. Packs into polished

mahogany case; outside sizes, 8hin. by
, Gain. by Thin. high.

To be had at any Opticians.
R.
62

R. BEARD,

Alscot Road, Bermondsey,
London 8.E.

PRICES
t

WITH

RACK

AND

PINION.

£34

6 inch equivalent focus aperture nearly 7/3
.
9 inch
5
aperture fully f/4
a
6 inch and 9 inch lenses both fitting one rack jacket

10 % Discount

for Cash

with

--

410
510
910

0
0
0

Order

List of Photographic Lenses free.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF TELESCOPES AND MICROSCOPES FOR STAMP.

vw.

WwiRA

yw,

OPTICIAN,

NORTH HILL, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N.

xi.
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IS YOUR LANTERN
SHABBY P

Square Cr. 8vo, cloth.
68

Single Lantern...

£1

1

110

0

Triple

3

2

0

2

6d.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

0

,,

3s.

OPTICS oF PHOTOGRAPHY

C. Goodwin Norton is prepared to make
the BRASS, IRON, AND WOOD-WORK
LIKE NEW; also Correct the Registration, and Return your Apparatus READY
FOR USE.
Bi-unial

ILLUSTRATIONS,

J. TRAILL

TAYLOR.

‘“«One interested in the subject cannot invest 3s. 6d.
to greater advantage than by procuring a copy of this

work.”’—Optical Magic Lantern Journal.

NEW PATENT KEY & SPANNER FOR CYLINDERS

‘“‘ An excellent guide, of great practical use.’’—Nature.

(Willfit any make), 2g, Post Free.

“ Even a beginner may, with a little attention, soon

C. GOODWIN NORTON,
38, MARCHMONT STREET, RUSSEL SQUARE, |

grasp all the saliant points of the subject, of which it
need scarcely besaid Mr. Traill Taylor is a master.'‘—
English Mechanic.
London:

WHITTAKER

LONDON, W.C.

& Co., Paternoster Square.

STEREOPTICONS.
g (as Making Apparatus,
Our Speciality for 1893

WorLD’S COLUMBIAN

EXPOSITION

LANTERN SLIDES
SieseeGl We Manufacture, Import & Deal
Write for Catalogue.
Mention
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Chicago, Ill, U.S.A.
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